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Welcome to Health Serch Pharma LLP
We are a growing pharmaceutical company, committed to
increase access to high-quality healthcare by developing,
producing and marketing affordable GENERAL RANGE
MEDICINES in Domestic as well as African, CIS and South
Asian Markets. Healthserch Pharma llp is a AN ISO
9001:2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY dealing with DCGI
APPROVED PRODUCTS. we provides innovative &amp;
Quality formulations at Market Reachable prices to our
customers and believes in building long lasting relationship
with strong &amp; close knit family of business associates,
With our range of products the millions of people are satisfied
across the country and enable our organization to scale
newer heights of professional excellence year after year. In

addition to this, the offered drugs are appreciated for their
accurate composition, correct pH value, higher shelf life, nonallergic &amp; non irritant nature and safe consumption. All
the products (every batch) we are getting form different
manufacturers will again tested in govt. approved labs so, that
quality will be maintained.
We are looking for Pharma Franchise for wide range of
products throughout India. Serious, dedicated and
experienced person are welcome for sole marketing and
distribution rights.If you are looking for leading Pharma PCD
Company or Propaganda companies in Pharma then
Healthserch Pharma llp is the best Pharma PCD Company in
India. We are one of the best PCD Pharmaceutical Company
in India that offers PCD Pharma franchise for healthy
business.Molded into a world class healthcare expertise,
Healthserch Pharma llp has expanded its reach to virtually
every corner of India by delivering absolute range of
pharmaceutical formulation in parenterals, tablets, capsules,
oral and external liquids, ointments, injections, etc. Through
working in partnership with all the stakeholders from patients
to health care providers and managed care organizations to
healthcare bodies, Healthserch Pharma llp tries to ensure
that people everywhere have access to affordable medicines

and quality health care. Across India, we at Healthserch
Pharma llp have developed productive alliances and
partnership that advance our capacity and to market
innovative medicines at lower cost with international quality
standards.

